Rarefied gas flows through micro-channels are simulated using particle approaches, named as the information preservation (IP) method and the direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method. In simulating the low speed flows in long micro-channels the DSMC method encounters the problem of large sample size demand and the difficulty of regulating boundary conditions at the inlet and outlet. Some important computational issues in the calculation of long micro-channel flows by using the IP method, such as the use the conservative form of the mass conservation equation to guarantee the adjustment of the inlet and outlet boundary conditions and the super-relaxation scheme to accelerate the convergence process, are addressed. Stream-wise pressure distributions and mass fluxes through micro-channels given by the IP method agree well with experimental data measured in long micro-channels by Pong et al. (with a height to length ratio of 1.2:3000), Shih et al. (1.2:4800), Arkilic et al. and Arkilic (1.3:7500), respectively. The famous Knudsen minimum of normalized mass flux is observed in IP and DSMC calculations of a short micro-channel over the entire flow regime from continuum to free molecular, whereas the slip Navier-Stokes solution fails to predict it.
Introduction
As a basic element of MEMS devices, micro-channel gas flows have been studied experimentally and theoretically. In the experiments [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , the typical channel dimensions were about 1 lm high by several tens of microns wide and by several thousands of microns long. The flow was driven by the pressure difference between the inlet and outlet that led to a typical inlet velocity of about 0.2 m/s [8] . It was observed that the stream-wise pressure profiles were non-linear, while the measured mass flux was higher than the NavierStokes solution based on non-slip boundary condition [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . To take into account this non-continuum www.elsevier.com/locate/jcp effect, a velocity-slip boundary condition was introduced analytically or numerically in solving the NavierStokes equation [2, 9] . Properly choosing the tangential momentum accommodation coefficient (TMAC) r t , the slip Navier-Stokes solution agreed with the measured data when the Knudsen number, Kn ¼ k=h, is smaller than 0.1, where k is the molecular mean free path, and h is the channel height [6, 7, 9] . Kinetic theory indicates that all continuum models break down at a sufficiently high Kn. This was also verified by further micro-channel experiment: the slope of the Navier-Stokes flow conductance obviously deviated from the experimental data at an outlet Knudsen number of about 1.95 [7] .
The focus of the present work is to provide a kinetic description of micro-channel gas flows at different experimental conditions [1, [5] [6] [7] . Because of a small characteristic velocity of 0.2 m/s, conventional kinetic schemes such as the direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method face a serious statistical noise arising from the thermal velocity. It requires a sample size of 10 8 to isolate the flow velocity of 0.2 m/s from the noise. The boundary conditions at the inlet and the outlet of the long channel need to be adjusted gradually in the simulation, which makes the converging process of the DSMC simulation extremely time-consuming. The computational demand in the huge sample size and extremely large time consumption of the DSMC made it beyond the current computer capabilities [10] . The authors proposed a particle-based method, called the information preservation (IP) method [11, 12] , which was proven highly effective to reduce the statistical noise, for instance, a sample size of 10 4 is enough for IP to resolve a macroscopic velocity of 0.2 m/s in the background of room temperature gas, four orders less than that required by DSMC. The IP method has been successfully applied to benchmark problems, namely Couette flow, Poiseuille flow and Rayleigh flow, over the entire Knudsen regime [11, 12] . The macroscopic velocity, surface shear stresses and mass fluxes given by IP were in excellent agreement with exact solutions in the continuum and free molecular regimes, and with experimental data [13] and the linearized Boltzmann solutions [14, 15] in the transition regime. Recently, Sun et al. [16] simulated low subsonic air flows past a flat plate of 20 lm long over the entire Knudsen regime using IP. The drag coefficient given by IP compared well with experimental data of Schaff and Sherman [17] and Janour [18] .
Application of the IP method to micro-channel flows is straightforward and has been demonstrated in preliminary studies [19, 20] . For a micro-channel of 1.2 lm high by 3000 lm long, with the inlet and outlet pressures of 20 and 0 psig, respectively, the stream-wise pressure distribution obtained by IP agreed well with the experimental data of Pong et al. [1] . Specific complications naturally arose. In solving the low speed micro-channel flow problem as any micro-scale low speed internal flow problem there arose the issue of mutual interaction of the inlet and outlet boundary conditions caused by the elliptical nature of the problem. This issue becomes serious for large length to height ratio of the channel where a long regulating process to adjust the mass flux to be the same at any cross-section is needed. And the available experimental data are namely for long aspect ratio 3000 (or 4000) to 1.2 [1, 5] and 7500-1.3 [6] . In this paper, we shall simulate micro-channel gas flows over the entire flow regime and compare the results with measured data available. Firstly, certain issues in IP calculation are addressed. The suggestion to use the conservative form of the mass conservation equation for IP values to guarantee the adjustment of the mass flux and the superrelaxation scheme to accelerate the convergence process and its necessity is illustrated. Then the tangential momentum accommodation coefficient along micro-channel surfaces in experiment is discussed. Next, the IP method is used to simulate micro-channel gas flows at various experimental conditions. In addition, both IP and DSMC calculations are made for a short micro-channel over the entire Knudsen regime. Finally, some conclusions are given.
Computational issues
In the IP method, a relatively small number of model molecules is stored in a computer to represent the large number of molecules in real gas flows and each simulated molecule is assigned two velocities: thermal velocityc c i and information velocityũ u i [11, 12] . A simulated molecule moves through physical space and undergoes collisions appropriate to the thermal velocity, following the same algorithms and models as the DSMC method [21] , while the information velocity corresponds to the collective velocity of the enormous number of real molecules represented by the simulated molecule. Implementation of the IP method for multi-dimensional flows has been described in detail [20, [22] [23] [24] , and may be briefly summarized as follows:
1. Initially,ũ u i is set based on an initial velocity field. 2. For simulated molecules diffusely reflected from a wall,ũ u i has the same velocity as the wall. If the wall has a TMAC of value r t the reflected molecule with a probability of r t has an IP velocity the same as the wall, and with a probability ð1 À r t Þ retains its tangential velocity before incidence.
3. For simulated molecules entering the computational domain from boundaries,ũ u i is set to satisfy the boundary condition.
4. For two simulated molecules colliding each other, the post-collision velocities satisfy the momentum conservation
where superscript * denotes post-collision. 5. If there are external forces acting on a cell, accelerationã a ¼F F =qDV will contribute an velocity incrementã aDt to each simulated molecule during a time step Dt, whereF F is the sum of the external forces, q and DV are the density and volume of the cell, respectively.
6. The shear stress on a surface element with area DA w is given by
where N is the total number of molecules hitting the element during the sampling interval t s , subscript s denotes the tangential direction of the element, and superscripts in and re denote the incident and reflecting values, respectively. 7. In general under the isothermal assumption (which is valid for slow subsonic channel flows without heating) the IP velocityũ u i of the simulated molecule and the IP velocityŨ U and IP density q (or n) of the cell are introduced which obey the mass conservation and momentum conservation equations
where the integrals are taken on the volume and surfaces of a cell,l l is the external normal vector of the surface. It is noted that in the right-hand side of the momentum equation only a non-viscous term is retained. In fact the IP quantities are governed by a general momentum equation
where r ) is the pressure stress tensor and s ) is the viscous stress tensor. But as the IP quantities are carried along by the simulated molecules of the DSMC process which migrate across the cell surface in the positive and negative direction and implement the action of viscous transport, so the IP quantities are factually governed by the equation with only the normal stress acting on the surface retained. After a time step Dt the cell IP density and velocity attain increments according to (3) and (4)
and are added to the IP density and velocity of the simulated molecules in the cell. The cell pressure is also renewed: p ¼ nkT . The renewed quantities are used for the next step calculation.
In the following some specific computational issues encountered in simulating low speed flows in long micro-channels by using the IP method is addressed.
The geometric form of the micro-channel flow is quite simple (see Fig. 1 ), but it is able to reveal the distinguishing feature of the low speed micro-scale internal flow, i.e., the issue of the mutual influence of the inlet and outlet boundary conditions caused by the elliptic nature of the problem. For the DSMC-IP procedure it is necessary to prescribe the values of the pressure p and the velocity distributionŨ U over the cross-sections at the inlet and the outlet of the channel to start any simulation. But fixing all p andŨ U at the inlet and the outlet simultaneously would over determine the boundary conditions: The arbitrarily chosen p andŨ U would be contradictory to each other. The correct values of p andŨ U at inlet and outlet must be obtained in the process of solution of the problem. A method of fixing p as the same of the experimental condition and allowingŨ U to change continuously and finally reach the steady solution is adopted here [20] . Thus the process of the DSMC-IP solution is always one of gradual adjustment towards a steady state: The flow field with different mass fluxes at various cross-sections of the channel is gradually adjusted to a flow field with the same mass flux everywhere. It is very critical that the conservative form of the mass conservation equation must be employed,
its second-order central difference scheme yields the density increment
This density increment expression can be obtained from the integral form mass conservation equation (6) directly by using an integration domain ABCD ð2Dx Â 2DyÞ with point ði; jÞ in the center (see Fig. 2 ). The adoption of the conservative form of the continuum equation or the integral form of conservation equation guarantees that the mass flux flown from the adjacent domain of area ABCD will flow without any numerical error into the integral area and vice versa and avoids the accumulation of numerical errors from the non-conservative scheme. This is an issue that must be taken into account whenever solving a slow rarefied channel flow or any other slow internal rarefied gas flows. The increments Dq and Du from (9) and (7) allow one to obtain the renewed fields of qu and qv which are unfortunately with large fluctuations and are smoothened by a averaging technique to avoid the amplification of the errors which would influence the stability of the calculation. The increment Dq obtained from (9) is only of the order of 10 À9 of q with time step Dt being of the collision time for slow gas motion in long micro-channels [1, 5, 6] . For all simulations in such channel flows Dt has been taken as 1/2 average collision time at the inlet. Direct employment of this Dq to achieve the steady (convergent) state is too time-consuming. A super-relaxation technique is employed to speed up the convergence process
where x is the relaxation factor. In practical calculations x is taken to be between 100 and 2000 and tends to 1 when convergence is achieved. 1 The necessity of using the conservative form of the mass conservation is illustrated on one of the flow cases under the experimental conditions considered [5] . Helium flows through a 1.2 Â 40 Â 4000 lm 3 microchannel with an inlet pressure of 19.0 psig into the atmosphere (outlet pressure 0 psig). Figs. 3 and 4 show the evolution of mass fluxes at all cross-sections along the channel by the IP calculation. The slip NavierStokes solution is adopted as the initial pressure distribution. It is different from the real distribution since the flow is in the transitional regime. This results in a non-uniform mass flux distribution along the channel length at the initial stage of simulation (at 1$2 Â 10 3 Dt, the black triangles in Figs. 3 and 4) . By using the conservative scheme (9) and the super-relaxation technique (10) a steady state is approached after about 2 Â 10 5 time steps (the hollow spheres in Fig. 3 ). And the averaging-smoothing process gives a relatively smooth and almost uniform mass flux distribution (solid line in Fig. 3) . If the non-conservative scheme were used the mass flux would remain non-uniform. Fig. 4 shows the mass flux distribution after 2 Â 10 5 time steps (the hollow spheres, the solid line being the averaged smoothened data) by using the non-conservative form of the continuity equation. The mass fluxes at various cross-sections have not been regulated by the simulation relaxation process, for the adjusting act of the mutual influence of the inlet and outlet boundaries have been damped by the numerical errors inherent in the non-conservative scheme. The effect of the acceleration action of the super-relaxation technique is illustrated on another experimental case [1] of nitrogen flowing in a 1.2 Â 30 Â 3000 lm 3 channel with inlet pressure of 15 psig into the atmosphere. Fig. 5 shows the evolution of the density q at the center of the cross-section located at 2500 lm from the inlet in the IP calculation by using a super-relaxation factor x of 1, 100 and 1000, Fig. 4 . Evolution of mass flux distribution in IP simulation of a micro-channel gas flow under experimental conditions of Shih et al. [5] while a non-conservative form of the mass conservation equation is used. Fig. 3 . Evolution of mass flux distribution in IP simulation of a micro-channel gas flow under experimental conditions of Shih et al. [5] while the conservative form of the mass conservation equation is used.
respectively. While q approaches the steady value of 1.39 kg/m 3 in about 6 Â10 4 time steps with a relaxation factor x of 1000, the evolution for x ¼ 100 is further than halfway apart from the steady state after 6 Â 10 4 time steps, and the value of q remains almost the same when no super-relaxation is employed (with x ¼ 1). The maximum value of x allowed in simulation is dependent on the smoothing technique of mass fluxes in the whole flow field: the smoother the mass flux, the larger value x is allowed. But exaggerated smoothing would distort the flow field. A simple averaging from adjacent three points, Mði; j; nÞ ¼ ðMði À 1; j; n À 1Þ þ Mði; j; n À 1Þ þ Mði þ 1; j; n À 1ÞÞ=3, where n is the number of iterations, is used. The iterated averaging for n ¼ 15 has the desirable effect of smoothing and retains the local trend of mass flux evolution. Then the value x ¼ 2000 can be employed and the calculation remains stable. It is noted that when the steady value of q is being approached the value of x and the smoothing procedure has little consequence on the final evolution result, so after having experience one can prescribe x a varying process from say 2000 to 1 to reach the steady state, and the final result is entirely not effected by the varying process. This is satisfactory for the purpose of the calculation, for it is the final result but not the evolution process that is concerned.
In the practice of general IP method the DSMC simulated molecules move and carry the IP quantities, the DSMC process determines the IP process and the IP process has no reverse influence on the DSMC process. In the solution of channel flow and other internal flow cases, where the macroscopic quantities on the boundaries are to be regulated during the simulation, there is another specific feature, that is, the varying IP velocities on the boundaries are used to continuously adjust the boundary conditions of the DSMC-IP procedure. This influences the DSMC simulation and enables the DSMC finally to have the correct value on the boundaries. Pure DSMC process is carried out by individual molecules and the adjustment of boundary conditions is very slow and DSMC needs sufficient sample size to allow definite boundary values ofŨ U to emerge, while the IP process is a global one: the changes of IP values happened simultaneously over the whole domain of calculation and with the help of super relaxation the adjustment is quick and not limited to the boundary but spreads over all the channel length. Although the approach to the steady state requires quite a long time in the example calculation under the experimental condition [1] (120 h CPU time on a Pentium III 450, or 98.7% of the entire computation time), but during this time the global DSMC quantities are also regulated. After arriving at the steady state the sampling time required for yielding the final IP convergent data is quite short (1.6 h CPU time, or 1.3% of the computation time).
Computational conditions
In micro-channel experiments performed by Pong et al. [1] , Shih et al. [5] , Arkilic et al. [6] and Arkilic [7] , respectively, the channel width is much larger than the height (Table 1 ). This made the span-wise influence negligible, and the flows can be simplified as two-dimensional (the midline velocity profile and the maximum velocity remains the same for rectangular cross-section channels with a width to height ratio larger than 5, but the flow rate is influenced in some minor degree by the slow down of the flow near the side wall even for large width to height ratio). The degree of rarefaction is measured by the Knudsen number with the channel height as the characteristic length. The Knudsen number at the outlet, Kn o , indicates that the experimental conditions [1, [5] [6] [7] are in the slip and transition regimes, respectively.
An orthogonal coordinate system is employed here, with the origin at point O, and x and y axes along OO 0 and OA, respectively (see Fig. 1 ). Since the flows are symmetric about OO 0 , we consider a computational domain of OO 0 BA that is divided into uniform rectangular cells. Each of the cells is sub-divided into a set of uniform rectangular sub-cells within which collision pairs are selected. The numbers of cells and sub-cells in each cell are given in Table 1 . The cell size is much smaller in the normal direction than in the stream-wise direction, so is the sub-cell size. As shown by Nance et al. [25] , the flow field is insensitive to the stream-wise cell size because of a relatively small velocity gradient in this direction. Our test calculations also verify this observation that the smaller stream-wise cell and sub-cell sizes provide the same results as the present ones. For all cases the molecular interaction is described by using the variable hard-sphere (VHS) model [21] . The VHS model assumes that the scattering from molecular collision is isotropic in the center of mass frame of reference, whereas the collision diameter depends on the relative velocity. The reference collision diameter in VHS appropriate to the IP method has been determined for common gases [12] .
A specular reflection is used along the symmetrical boundary OO 0 . The channel surfaces are assumed to be diffuse with a tangential momentum accommodation coefficient where u i is the mean stream-wise velocity of incident molecules, u r is the mean reflected stream-wise velocity and u s is the surface stream-wise velocity. The value of r t , ranging between 0 and 1, depends upon the surface roughness and gas properties.
Arkilic et al. [6, 7] developed a modified accumulation technique to measure low mass flux through micro-channels. Comparing the measured mass flow rate with the slip Navier-Stokes solution, they extracted r t for the micro-channel surfaces of single-crystal silicon in their system. The values appeared to range between 0.8 and 0.9, e.g., 0.80 AE 0.01 for argon and 0.88 AE 0.01 for nitrogen.
The same means was also utilized by Shih et al. [5] to extract r t for their micro-channel surfaces, yielding 0.9905 for nitrogen and 1.1620 for helium. However, the latter is beyond the physically realistic range of r t . It is known that the slip Navier-Stokes solution is no longer accurate beyond the slip regime as Kn > 0:1. In the helium experiment [5] , the Knudsen number increased from 0.1 at the inlet to 0.16 at the outlet, where the extraction of r t through the slip Navier-Stokes solution became improper. In contrast, the Knudsen number in the nitrogen experiment [5] ranged between 0.025 and 0.05 that indicated the flow in the slip regime, which arrived at a reasonable value of r t , 0.9905. This demonstrated that the micro-channel surfaces in the UCLA system was close to the full diffusive reflection. The values of r t used in simulation are also listed in Table 1 .
Results and discussion

Experimental micro-channels
In the first generation of experimental system for micro-channel gas flows developed by Pong et al. [1] , six micro-pressure sensor holes were fabricated directly on the channel surfaces. Five inlet pressures of 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 psig were employed, respectively, while the outlet pressure maintained at 1 atm. Fig. 6 compares the stream-wise pressure distributions given by the IP method with experimental data of Pong et al. [1] , with the error bars to shown the measured confidence limits. The simulated and experimental results agree well with each other. Because of the small height of 1.2 lm, the velocity gradient in the normal direction is quite large that leads to a strong viscous effect and a rapid loss of pressure in the stream-wise direction. The viscous effect is clearly demonstrated by the non-linearity of the pressure profiles that Fig. 6 . Comparison of stream-wise pressure distributions given by IP with data measured by Pong et al. [1] . becomes significant as the inlet pressure increases. The pressure loss is subject to the local shear stress of the micro-channel surfaces that becomes sensitive to the Knudsen number as Kn > 0:01 [12] . For the same outlet pressure, the increase of the inlet pressure results in a more significant stream-wise variation of Kn. and therefore corresponds to a more obvious non-linear pressure profile.
In the second generation of experimental micro-channel system [5] , 11 micro-pressure sensors were uniformly distributed along the channel surfaces of 4000 lm long. Two sensors were located at the entrance and the exit of the channel of 4800 lm long but not used in Fig. 8. In Fig. 7 , the simulated mass flux by the IP method at the entrance pressures of 9.5, 15, 20 psig (different from inlet pressure 8.7, 13.6, 19 psig shown in Fig. 8) , respectively, is compared against measured data of Shih et al. [5] . As one can see, there is a remarkable agreement. Fig. 8 shows the stream-wise pressure distributions at three different inlet pressures given by IP and experiment, which also agree with each other.
Because the height is of the order of micron, mass flux through micro-channels is as low as 10 À12 kg/s. Arkilic et al. [6, 7] developed a modified accumulation technique to measure such a low mass flux accurately. Fig. 9 compares the mass flow rates of nitrogen at an outlet Knudsen number of 0.05 given by IP calculations and Arkilic et al. experiment [6] . The flows were in the slip regime, and a remarkable agreement can be seen. Arkilic [7] also investigated flows in the transition regime. The inlet pressures of helium ranged between 133 and 413 kPa, corresponding to an inlet Knudsen number, Kn i between 0.117 and 0.04, while the outlet exhausted to a low pressure of 6.5 kPa that gave rise to an outlet Knudsen number of 2.5. Therefore, a significant portion of the channel lay well beyond the slip flow regime. The slope of the measured flow conductance was approximately 11% greater than the slip Navier-Stokes prediction over the entire inlet pressure range [7] . The IP method is utilized to investigate this issue. The flow conductance as a function of mean pressure, P ¼ ðP i þ P o Þ=2 is shown in Fig. 10 . The IP and measured results, except at the largest mean pressure where a difference of about 5% appears, are generally in good agreement.
Short micro-channels
In addition to various experimental conditions, a two-dimensional short micro-channel is investigated over the entire Knudsen regime from continuum to free molecular using the IP and DSMC methods. The micro-channel is 1 lm high and 15 lm long, and the surfaces are assumed to be fully diffuse. The pressure difference between the inlet and outlet leads to a stream-wise velocity at order of 10 m/s, this large velocity and the short length of the channel makes DSMC calculations affordable. [6] . Fig. 12 shows the evolution of stream-wise velocities in a cell located at the inlet center given by the IP and DSMC methods through statistically averaging the information velocities and the DSMC velocities of simulated molecules within the cell each time step, respectively. The mean number of simulated molecules is 50 each cell. Both of them start from a stationary flow field, simulated molecules are accelerated by the inlet and outlet pressure difference until a local balance between the pressure gradient and the surface shear stress is attained everywhere. As one can see, the stream-wise velocity given by IP evolves and statistically converges to a steady value of about 11 m/s after 180 time steps (Fig. 12(a) ), while that given by DSMC submerges in statistical noise and fluctuates between 0 and 23 m/s (Fig. 12(b) ). Therefore, it is seen, from this not too slow a flow in rather a short channel where DSMC works, that the IP method is preferable for low Mach number flows with boundary conditions that need to be determined by iteration.
The normalized mass flow rates as functions of the Knudsen number at the inlet, Kn i are shown in Fig.  13 , where the ratio of the outlet to inlet pressure is 0.7, the normalized factor of mass flux is ðq i þ q o Þm m H =2, q i and q o are the inlet and outlet densities, respectively, and m m ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi 2RT p is the most probable thermal speed. The IP and DSMC results are in excellent agreement over the entire Knudsen regime, and demonstrate a minimum around Kn i of 1. This phenomenon was first observed in experiment by Knudsen [26] , and therefore is referred to as the Knudsen minimum. The slip Navier-Stokes solution accords with the IP and DSMC results in the slip regime as Kn i < 0:1, but deviates from them in the transition regime and fails to predict the Knudsen minimum.
Conclusions
In simulating the large length to height ratio and slow micro-channel gas flows under experimental conditions one encounters the problem of big noise to useful information ratio and difficulty in regulating the boundary conditions at the inlet and outlet. The needs of DSMC method in the huge sample size and extremely large computation time made its simulation of such flows beyond the current computer capacities. In the present paper the low speed flows in long micro-channel were simulated using the IP method. A conservative scheme for the IP values to guarantee the adjustment of the inlet and outlet boundary conditions and a super-relaxation technique to speed up the convergent process of IP calculations were employed. These have the universal significance in simulating all low speed micro-scale internal flows. The stream-wise pressure profiles and mass fluxes given by the IP method agree well with the measured data available [1, [5] [6] [7] which show the efficiency of the method employed.
Short and not too slow micro-channel gas flows over the entire flow regime from continuum to free molecular was investigated using the IP and DSMC methods. In the slip regime, the velocity and pressure profiles given by the IP and DSMC methods and the Navier-Stokes equations with a slip boundary condition agreed well with each other. However, the slip Navier-Stokes mass flux significantly deviated from the two others when the Knudsen number was greater than 0.1, and could not predict the famous Knudsen minimum observed in experiment [13, 26] and in the present IP and DSMC calculations. This indicated that the means to extract the tangential momentum accommodation coefficient of micro-channel surfaces from measured mass flux in comparison with the slip Navier-Stokes solution is appropriate only when experiment was carried out in the slip or continuum regime.
